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What does successful safety look like?
What is the Goal?

Nobody Gets Hurt™

www.carlpotter.com
People will take action to prevent their own injuries
What are the barriers to preventing injuries on the jobsite?
Reduce (mitigate) the risk of injury to people and damage to equipment inside this area.
Understanding Span of Control
• Values
• Goals
• Commitment
• Communications
• Networking
Knowledge is learning something every day. Wisdom is letting go of something every day.

- Zen Proverb
Values
Conquest for Safety Requires an Elite Force
Where there is no vision the people parish.

- Proverbs 29:18
Vision / Goals
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Values ✗→ Vision/Goals ✗→ Commitment ✗→ Communicate ✗→ Network ➤ Sustainability

Conquest for Safety Journey
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Individual commitment to a group effort – that is what makes a team work, a company work, a society work, a civilization work.

- Vince Lombardi
Commitment
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Conquest for Safety Journey

Values → Vision/Goals → Commitment → Communicate → Network → Sustainability
Our communications reflect in our countenance. Therefore, we must be careful not only what we communicate, but also how we do so. Souls can be strengthened or shattered by the message and the manner in which we communicate.

- L. Lionel Kendrick
Communications
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Conquest for Safety Journey

Values ➔ Vision/Goals ➔ Commitment ➔ Communicate ➔ Network ➔ Sustainability
Networking
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Conquest for Safety Journey

Values → Vision/Goals → Commitment → Communicate → Network → Sustainability
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Sustainability
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Conquest for Safety Journey
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“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.”

- Aristotle